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S3 DIS files

➢We attempted to analyze the files located here:

S3/eictest/EPIC/RECO/22.11.0/epic_arches/DIS

S3/eictest/EPIC/RECO/22.11.0/epic_brycecanyon/DIS

➢We found the ReconstructedParticles branches which we used for 
previous analyses were not filled. We can quickly repeat prior studies 
once those branches are filled.

➢What information goes into the ReconstructedParticles branches (as 
of the ATHENA proposal) is documented in section 1.1.1 here.
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https://wiki.bnl.gov/athena/images/9/96/Inclusive_Acceptance_121021.pdf


Reconstruction studies

➢Ran 100.1k Pythia8 events (10x100 GeV2, Q2>1 GeV2) through 
Arches geometry and reconstructed with Juggler
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Track projection (propagation) implementation

➢We need to project the reconstructed tracks to other sub-detectors.

➢A standalone code using Juggler output the ACTS::Propagator class 
was written by Wenqing Fan.

➢This was then implemented into a new Juggler class by Barak
Schmookler. Results shown on the next pages use this class.

➢The class has now been ported to EICrecon by Dmitry Romanov, and
is being generalized for projections to other detectors. This will 
hopefully go into the next simulation campaign.

➢Additional work to associate projection to track (trajectory) in output 
ROOT is ongoing.
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https://acts.readthedocs.io/en/latest/api/class/class_acts_1_1_propagator.html#_CPPv4I00EN4Acts10PropagatorE
https://eicweb.phy.anl.gov/EIC/juggler/-/blob/trackprojection_writeout/JugTrack/src/components/TrackPropagator.cpp


Track Projection test: EEMC
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Track Projection test: EEMC
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Track Projection test: EEMC
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Track Projection test: EEMC
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Comment on analysis code

➢For both the kinematic reconstruction and track projection studies, 
we have analyzed the output files using array ‘readers’. Either 
TTreeReaderArray in ROOT or Uproot analysis using Awkward arrays.

➢The Inclusive PWG plans to contribute to a common analysis 
framework in the future, which will be based on the framework 
developed by the SIDIS group. For our preliminary studies, however, 
we will probably use the simpler analysis methods above.
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Calorimeter clustering in EICrecon
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Calorimeter clustering in EICrecon – ongoing work
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Task list (on wiki page)
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https://wiki.bnl.gov/EPIC/index.php?title=Inclusive


Next Inclusive PWG meeting
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